The fundamentals of protein folding: bringing together theory and experiment
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Experimental and theoretical studies together are providing insights into the mechanism by which proteins fold. Our present knowledge of the essential aspects of the folding reaction is outlined and some approaches, both theoretical and experimental, that are being developed to obtain a more detailed understanding of this complex process are described.
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Introduction

There are nearly 100,000 protein sequences in the human genome. To become biologically active, the large majority of these must fold to a unique stable structure. There are at least 1000 fundamentally different folds adopted by natural proteins and many variants within these. The question of how individual protein sequences efficiently and reliably achieve their native state following synthesis on the ribosome is one of the most intriguing problems in structural biology. In a cell, folding takes place within a complex environment containing high concentrations of a wide variety of molecules and ions. It is well established that many factors are associated with the cellular folding process, including molecular chaperones and folding catalysts. Our present knowledge of these molecules is discussed in the parallel ‘overview’ article by Ellis and Hartl (pp 102–110). The various factors are involved in a wide range of control and localisation processes, but do not provide conformational information for the polypeptide chains with which they interact. The evidence gathered over many years supports the fundamental principle, formulated initially by Anfinsen and others, that the code for folding resides within the amino acid sequence [1].

The fundamental question is, therefore, how the sequence codes for the fold. Two features of proteins make this question particularly intriguing. First, since the mainchains of all proteins have an identical composition, how do the sidechains dictate the overall fold? Second, since the number of possible conformations of a polypeptide chain is astronomically large, how does a given sequence find its specific native structure in a finite time? The latter problem has come to be known as the Levinthal paradox and has dominated discussions of folding for 30 years [2]. One formulation of the problem is as follows. If a protein is made up of a polypeptide chain of 100 residues and we assume there are only two possible configurations for each residue, there are of about 10^10 possible conformations. If only 10^-11 s is required to convert one configuration into another, a random search of all conformations would require some 10^19 s or 10^11 year. As the doubling time of bacteria can be less than 30 min, it is clear that evolution has found an effective solution to this combinatorial problem.

The initial suggestions as to the nature of this solution involved the proposal that there exist specific pathways for folding [3]. On these pathways, the protein molecules would pass through well-defined partially structured states, some of which could be transient, but others would be populated significantly. The folding mechanism was thus envisaged as being similar to the reactions of small molecules. If these pathways were specific enough, only a small region of conformational space would be sampled and the Levinthal paradox would thereby be avoided. This view was apparently supported by the fact that experiments provide clear evidence for the existence of partially folded intermediates formed both during folding and under partially denaturing conditions. Recent experimental studies paint a more complex picture of folding, in which the behaviour of different proteins often appears quite distinct. The folding of some proteins is known to involve well-defined compact intermediates, whilst the folding of others has been found to be effectively a two-state reaction. A rather different (‘new’) view of protein folding has emerged recently from a combination of theoretical and experimental approaches, as we describe in the next section.

Energy surfaces and energy landscapes

The ‘new view’ [2,4–6,7] is based on a description of protein folding in terms of statistical ensembles and emphasises the differences between the folding reaction, in which the reorganisation of a very large number of weak noncovalent interactions determines the outcome, and a small molecule reaction, in which one or, at most, a small number of strong covalent bonds are broken or made. A major distinguishing feature of protein folding is the extreme heterogeneity of the reaction and the complex interplay between the entropic and enthalpic contributions to the free energy of the system during the reaction. From an experimental point of view, some aspects of this heterogeneity are very apparent. The starting point of folding in the laboratory is a protein unfolded in a denaturant such as urea or guanidinium chloride. It is well established that the denatured protein usually resembles a ‘random coil’, in which local interactions dominate the conformational behaviour [8]. As a result,
the denatured state is extremely heterogeneous, both globally and at the level of individual residues. Indeed, the number of accessible conformers may approach the number of possible conformations discussed above in the context of the Levinthal paradox. Given that any individual folding experiment will involve at most about \(10^{18}\) molecules, every molecule in the solution being studied is likely to have a different conformation in the random-coil state. The folding process requires that all of these different conformations convert to the native state, the state of lowest energy by the thermodynamic hypothesis of protein stability [1].

An important aspect of the ‘new view’ of protein folding is that it provides a simple way of understanding why the Levinthal paradox is not a real problem. As there is a sizeable difference between the enthalpies of the denatured and the folded state (on the order of 30–100 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), all that is needed for finding the latter is that this enthalpy difference provides a sufficient bias of the conformational space to avoid the need to search through an impossibly large number of configurations. This aspect of the ‘new view’ has been supported by the results of calculations on models that are simple enough to treat the process of folding in detail with current computational power and yet are sufficiently complex to include the key elements of the folding process, such as the existence of a Levinthal paradox. One such model, often referred to as a ‘toy protein’ because one can ‘play’ with it, represents the residues as beads positioned on an infinite cubic grid (the ‘lattice’), with only nearest neighbour interactions that depend on the nature of the residues involved. The folding reaction is simulated by starting with a denatured (random coil) chain and making local Monte Carlo moves of the residues on the lattice until the native (lowest energy) configuration is reached.

Although the form of the potential and the use of a lattice leads to a highly oversimplified model, the results of such simulations have provided important information on possible protein folding scenarios [2,4–6,7*,9]. From simulations of a 27-mer [9] whose native state is a \(3 \times 3 \times 3\) cube, effective free energy surfaces, or ‘free energy landscapes’, have been determined. One example of such a surface is illustrated in Figure 1. This surface represents the free energy of the system, including implicit solvation, as a function of the coordinates (‘progress variables’) chosen to describe the essential features of the folding reaction. Energy surfaces play an essential role in any reaction, whether that of small molecules or of proteins, but the complexity of the protein folding reaction, involving thousands of degrees of freedom versus three to ten or so for small molecule reactions, means that an immense ‘compression’ of the trajectory details is necessary to obtain a useful description [7*]. The progress variables used in Figure 1 are the parameter \(Q_0\), which corresponds to the fraction of native state contacts, and the parameter \(C\), which corresponds to the total number of contacts, native or otherwise, for each conformation. \(Q_0\) varies from 0 to 1; the value 1 corresponding to the 28 contacts present in the native state.

The surface shown in Figure 1 illustrates that at the beginning of the folding reaction (\(Q_0 \leq 0.2\)), there are many conformations of similar free energy, so that the accessible surface is very broad. As folding progresses under conditions in which the native state is stable (i.e. below \(T_m\) in the absence of denaturants), the energy of the system decreases with the formation of native contacts that are generally more stabilising than non-native ones. In addition, the number of accessible conformations decreases as the energy difference between those with and those without favourable interactions increases. Thus, the entropy decreases as the native state is approached. It is the importance of the balance between the decrease in energy and entropy that makes it essential to consider the free energy surface shown in Figure 1, instead of the energy surfaces generally used for small molecule reactions, where entropic effects play a much less important role. The accessible free energy surface shown in Figure 1 has a ‘funnel-like’
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Free energy \(\mathcal{F}\) surface of a protein at a temperature \(T\) (\(T < T_m\)) of a fast-folding 27-mer as a function of the fraction of native contacts \((Q_0)\) and the total number of (native and non-native) contacts \((C)\). The thin solid line shows a trajectory traced by the last structure at each value of \(Q_0\) \((C(Q_0))\) in a typical Monte Carlo trial; the bold solid line shows the average trajectory for 1000 trials \(\langle C(Q_0)\rangle\) and the dashed lines show a range of two standard deviations around the average. If the distribution of trajectories is close to a Gaussian in \(C\) for each value of \(Q_0\), then the dashed lines would include about 95% of the trajectories.
shape that guides the system along increasing $Q_0$ and $C$ as it progresses towards the unique (lowest energy) native conformation. The ranges of the calculated trajectories shown on the surface illustrate the heterogeneity of the ensemble of structures sampled during the folding process.

As suggested by the 'toy protein' calculations, it is apparent from experimental studies that intermediate species detected during folding and unfolding are highly heterogeneous. The most intensively discussed of these are called 'molten globules' [10], which generally are relatively close to the native state. In these globules, which have been observed for many proteins under both equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions, considerable native-like character can exist in terms of secondary structure and the overall fold, but there is generally extensive disorder in the sidechains and the global structural fluctuations are much greater than those of the native state. Apparently the overall fold of a protein can exist in the absence of close packing, that is, without the formation of many of the specific atomic interactions that stabilise the unique native structure [11]. This suggests, in accord with protein design experiments [12], that only the general nature of the amino acid residues (e.g. their hydrophobicity and electrostatic character) and their distribution in the sequence is involved in folding from the astronomical number of structures in the random-coil state to a restricted region of conformational space in the vicinity of the native fold. In the cases in which molten globules are populated, the final transition to the native state is often the slowest step in folding [10].

The Levinthal paradox has been resolved early in the folding process, however, and the rate is determined by barriers to the reorganisation involved in forming the native structure. By contrast, for fast folding proteins without intermediates, the search for a core or nucleus that involves only a small fraction of the native contacts is likely to be the rate-determining step; once the core is formed, folding to the native state is fast [13]. Although these patterns of folding behaviour appear to be very different, they are aspects of the same overall mechanism, modulated by a different balance of energetic and entropic contributions to the free energy of folding [7*].

### A unified mechanism of folding

An outline mechanism of protein folding can be developed by considering the free energy surfaces for the reaction, such as that shown in Figure 1. It provides immediate insight into how the Levinthal paradox is overcome. Although the accessible conformation space is large, an individual molecule, as shown in the folding trajectories, samples only a small portion of this space. Each folding trajectory is different, depending both on the starting point (i.e. which of the 'random-coil' conformations a given molecule occupies at the initiation of folding) and on the stochastic nature of the folding process. The ensemble of molecules thus covers the accessible surface shown in Figure 1. It is important to note that the bias in the free energy surface already mentioned makes the accessible surface much smaller than the full surface envisioned in the Levinthal paradox. The diagram makes clear the fundamental difference between protein folding and small molecule reactions, in which the trajectories of individual molecules on a surface dominated by strong interactions tend to be similar and stay in the neighbourhood of the minimum energy path.

Another suggestion from 'toy protein' simulations is that the overall folding behaviour (i.e. that which would be observed experimentally) can be changed drastically by relatively small changes in the model parameters. Many of the complexities of experiments have been simulated by changing the balance of forces in the simulations [14,15], particularly those that vary the relative importance of the entropy and the enthalpy. As already mentioned, fast two-state folding can occur when collapse involves only a small subset of highly stabilising native contacts in a core region or nucleus [16,17], so that the entropic penalty for reaching that state is not too great. In this context, it has been stated [18] that the distributions of local and nonlocal contacts are important factors in determining the ease with which proteins fold, although their exact role may vary depending on the protein architecture. In fact, more extensive data than those used in the original correlation suggest that, although helical proteins tend to fold faster than β-sheet proteins, within a class of proteins wide variations not related to contact numbers occur. Also, it has been found in some lattice simulations of larger proteins that long-range contacts are important, but in others that a mixture of short-range contacts for initiation and long-range contacts for cooperativity lead to efficient folding [19]. It has been proposed that these core residues are particularly important for defining both the protein fold and the folding rate and, hence, that they have been conserved during evolution [16,17,20]. One is beginning to find general features of folding that might constitute 'rules' by which apparently disparate experimental observations for different structures can be brought together in a unified mechanism.

If there is more uniform (hydrophobic) attraction between residues, rapid collapse to a disorganised globule may occur, with the slow step in folding corresponding to reorganisational states within a compact ensemble of states. Simulations with larger lattices indicate that such collapse processes are more likely to occur as a protein increases in size [19]. Moreover, the formation of a core or nucleus in larger systems may occur independently in different regions of the structure, resulting in additional complexities in folding, including the formation of partially structured intermediates and the possibility of extreme heterogeneity in the folding kinetics of a population of molecules [21]. Such predictions correlate in general terms with the findings of experimental studies of larger proteins [22]. The macroscopically different folding behaviour observed experimentally can thus be encompassed in a single
overall microscopic description (a unified mechanism of folding) when one takes account the delicate balance among the large number of weak interactions that are involved in the folding process [7].

The ensemble view of folding involves the existence of considerable heterogeneity at all but the final stages of folding and there is now convincing evidence that this is an important aspect of the interpretation of experimental measurements [8]. The concept that the transition state for a folding reaction involves a distribution of structures, rather than a single well-defined structure as in a small molecule reaction, is in accord with recent interpretations of protein engineering experiments [13,23,24]. These experiments provide a unique insight into the role of individual residues in the transition states and have provided crucial evidence for the existence and nature of folding nuclei [13]. Recent findings show that the transition states of some proteins, such as the helical lambda repressor protein, can be altered substantially by mutations [25,26]. This is consistent with the idea of rather flat free energy surfaces resulting from the interplay of many weak interactions and the maintenance of a balance between entropic and energetic contributions over most of the folding reaction before reaching the native state, which corresponds to a deep energy well with minimal entropy. Studies of all-β SH3 domains, however, indicate that some interactions may be obligatory to offset the entropic cost of folding [27,28]. Moreover, these studies suggest that the locations of the folding nucleus in the structures of different SH3 domains are similar, even when their sequences are not conserved. Drastic mutations, such as circular permutations, can, however, reveal alternative transition states that may themselves have little conformational variability [27]. It may well be that there are significant differences in the requirements for a well-defined nucleus in proteins with different topological features; for example, helical proteins may have much greater plasticity in this regard than sheet proteins [23,27,28].

Recent experimental developments

The ‘new view’ of protein folding leads to a unified mechanism that incorporates the features established from a wide range of experimental studies of folding and places them in the context of an overall theoretical framework. The challenge now is to define the specific folding events for individual proteins and to determine how these (and the overall protein fold) are encoded in the amino acid sequence. In the new view, this is phrased as the question of how the energy surface or ‘landscape’ is determined by the interactions of the amino acid residues in different portions of the polypeptide chain. Answering this question requires the development of improved experimental and theoretical methods for determining the nature of the conformational ensembles that contribute at various stages of the folding reaction. From such analyses, it is likely that an interpretation that integrates many of the earlier conceptual models of protein folding will be developed.

One aspect of such a procedure corresponds to mapping out the free energy surface for the folding of individual proteins, given that dynamical effects are not dominant in determining the distributions. Most of the present experiments are on the millisecond timescale or slower, so that the available observations of folding are largely limited to the stage after the Levinthal paradox has been ‘solved’. It is, therefore, crucial to obtain information about the earlier stages of folding by improving the time resolution. It is equally important to increase the spatial resolution of experiments, so as to be able to define interactions at the level of individual residue contacts rather than just at a global level. Moreover, because of the heterogeneity of the ensemble of folding trajectories, it is essential to be able to define the behaviour of the various members within an ensemble, that is, to explore the nature of the folding trajectories of individual molecules. As much of this information will be difficult to obtain from experimental data alone, a parallel development is required in simulation techniques and other theoretical approaches, so as to be able to obtain a realistic, detailed description of the folding reaction of specific proteins. Thus, it is a combination of experimental and theoretical approaches that will serve to provide the information necessary for a full understanding of protein folding.

Experimental methods are currently being developed to probe the early events in folding by using fast mixing devices or by initiating the reactions in situ in a variety of ways [29*]. This is particularly important because, as discussed above, the generation of a native-like fold from a highly disordered denatured ensemble may be very fast (on the millisecond timescale or less). It is also the part of the folding reaction in which the statistical nature of the new view is most important and in which the multiplicity of routes inherent in the solution of the Levinthal paradox is expected to be most evident. Important advances in this area include rapid mixing devices which utilise innovative designs to reduce substantially the millisecond dead times of conventional stopped and quenched flow methodologies [30,31], and temperature jump techniques, which are able, in principle, to probe events on timescales as short as picoseconds. Of particular interest here are experiments that are initiated from cold denatured states and that generate refolding conditions by rapid heating, particularly using laser techniques [32,33].

Other important developments are methods for initiating reactions without perturbing the solution conditions. These include optical triggering of photochemical processes [34] and electron injection techniques, which change the stability of redox proteins by changes in oxidation state [35]. These various methods are beginning to reveal events in protein folding on timescales of 10–100 μs that are likely to be associated with not only the formation of local structure but also with global collapse [36,37]. In isolated peptides, the formation of secondary structural motifs, including α helices and β hairpins, has been seen
on timescales as short as 100 ns [38*]. At present, few structural techniques have been used to follow such events, the most common being fluorescence, and it is important that other methods are brought to bear on these fast processes [29*,39] Of particular interest will be a determination of the extent of the deviations from simple kinetic behaviour that arise from the heterogeneity of the unfolded ensembles. This will provide information that can be related to theoretical results on the rates of equilibration among structures sampled along the reaction paths, relative to the progress towards the native state [40].

The methods necessary to study most aspects of the kinetic steps in protein folding are limited in their ability to determine the specific structural changes that occur during a folding reaction. By combining the results of complementary techniques, however, it is feasible to begin to define the process in much more detail than is possible from any individual measurement [41]. The technique that is most appropriate to extend such studies to higher resolution in a spatial sense is NMR spectroscopy and a number of recent studies have highlighted the potential of this approach [42,43]. Three strategies have been particularly important. The first involves the study of the folding and unfolding process under equilibrium conditions. The ability of NMR spectroscopy to probe the interconversion of molecular species by their effects on nuclear relaxation processes is the foundation of this method [25]. One of the advantages of this approach is that very fast processes can be studied and the limitations of strategies in which the folding process must be initiated to generate a nonequilibrium reactive state are avoided.

A second approach is to investigate stable analogues of kinetic intermediates [42]. This area of study has proved to be very productive and a recent study of myoglobin illustrates the wealth of detail that can be obtained, particularly about the secondary structure present at different stages of folding [44]. It has proved very difficult, however, to determine any information about the tertiary interactions. Such information has emerged in related studies in which the persistent structure in partially folded states has been perturbed systematically by progressive folding in chemical denaturants [45]. This has revealed regions of local cooperativity in z-lactalbumin and has allowed the stability of different interactions in maintaining the native-like fold to be measured. An additional and important development has been the use of paramagnetic spin-label probes in NMR experiments for mapping the structural distributions in compact denatured states [46]. This method utilises the same basic principles as those established for native structures, but exploits the larger spectral perturbations of paramagnetic systems to probe the much more disordered ensembles inherent in non-native states. Application of this approach to staphylococcal nuclease confirms that in its compact denatured state its topology is native-like in the absence of tight packing. The third general approach involves the application of NMR spectroscopy in real time to follow the folding reaction [43]. A particularly interesting example showing the power of NMR in probing structural transitions at the level of individual residues has involved the study of the refolding of a photoactive protein following an unfolding step in its photocycle [47]. As NMR experiments develop in resolution and sensitivity, they will offer a very powerful general approach to the detailed mapping of the energy surfaces of folding.

The trajectories of individual molecules on the energy surfaces are expected to be very different from each other, particularly in the early stages of the reaction. The development of techniques capable of detecting the behaviour of individual molecules can therefore play a fundamental role in characterising the distributions of molecular properties at different stages of the folding reaction. Although such methods have yielded only very preliminary information on folding so far, interesting results are being obtained by the use of atomic force microscopy and laser tweezer experiments to unfold protein constructs that are composed of a small number of molecular domains [48,49]. These data, when combined with simulations of the unfolding process, provide information concerning the forces involved along the unfolding pathway [50,51].

Recent theoretical developments

In concert with these continuing developments in experimental methods, there have been advances in theoretical approaches designed to permit more realistic simulations of protein folding reactions, that is simulations that can help to define what actually happens with specific proteins, rather than establishing possible folding scenarios. These go beyond the lattice simulations that have played such an important role up to this point (for reviews, see [14,52]). One approach makes use of off-lattice models (i.e. models in which the polypeptide chain moves in continuous space rather than on a lattice), but keeps a residue-based description with simplified interactions. A second approach uses all-atom protein models with explicit or implicit solvent to study the folding thermodynamics and the unfolding dynamics of specific proteins. Finally, simulations attempting to fold peptide fragments or entire proteins are beginning to play a role. In what follows, we describe some of this recent work. We select the references that exemplify the relation either between different theoretical approaches or between theoretical approaches and experiment.

All-atom simulations, both with implicit and explicit solvent, are becoming more focused on specific problems. A recent study has examined the high temperature unfolding of the small protein CI2 with an all-atom representation of the protein and an implicit description of the solvent [24]. Use of the latter speeded up the simulations so that a sufficient number of trajectories could be calculated to obtain meaningful statistics concerning the ensembles involved in the reaction. The protein CI2 was selected because the results could be validated by
comparison with unfolding simulations in explicit solvent [53,54] and could be compared with detailed protein engineering experiments of the type mentioned above [55,56]. It was concluded that the transition state occurred early, with only 25% of the native contacts, and that the transition-state ensemble had contributing structures with root mean square deviations as large as 15 Å. Nevertheless, when the trajectories are analysed in terms of native-like contacts, there is a statistically preferred folding pathway in which the helix and a two-stranded β sheet are the essential elements of a folding core. A strong preference for a certain order of events, determined by the amino acid sequence, is thus compatible with a funnel-like (single basin of attraction) average energy surface. It should be noted, however, that, as indicated by lattice simulations, the high temperature sampling may emphasise the portion of the surface that has rapidly decreasing energies to counterbalance the large entropy loss on folding. A combined all-atom simulation in explicit solvent and protein engineering study has provided additional information on the folding energy surface for C12 [57].

Barnase, one of the first proteins that was studied by all-atom high temperature unfolding simulations in explicit solvent [58], has been investigated recently in a solvent composed of water and urea molecules, the latter at approximately 8 M concentration ([59]; A Caffish, M Karplus, unpublished data). Although urea has been used for many years to denature proteins, the molecular mechanism of urea-induced unfolding is not understood. The simulation results (A Caffish, M Karplus, unpublished data) demonstrate that an aqueous urea solution leads to better solvation of a polypeptide chain than pure water. Urea molecules interact more favourably with nonpolar groups than water and the presence of urea improves the interactions of water molecules with the hydrophobic groups of proteins. These results indicate that urea denaturation involves effects on both nonpolar and polar groups in proteins. More experimental data, particularly on the structural aspects of the interactions of urea with proteins and polypeptides, such as those available from X-ray [60] and NMR [61] studies, are clearly needed to refine our understanding of this complex process.

Another approach is to use molecular dynamics simulations of all-atom models with explicit solvent to map out the free energy surface for the protein folding reaction. The method has been applied to a three-helix bundle fragment of the Staphylococcus aureus protein A [62,63] and to the small α/β protein G [64]. For the three-helix bundle protein, the equilibrium surface was interpreted as involving an initial collapse, with the formation of 50 to 70% of the helical content, but only about 30% of the native tertiary structure. Although no explicit comparison with experiment can be made in this case, these values are comparable to estimates of these parameters for a range of small proteins [63]. The study of protein A is of particular interest because it can be compared with kinetic simulations with a new type of off-lattice model. By use of a square well contact potential and discrete molecular dynamics, it has become possible to do extensive simulations of folding thermodynamics and kinetics in three-dimensional space, that is, several hundred trajectories have been run for a series of models of the same three-helix bundle protein (l65); Y Zhou, M Karplus, unpublished data). Although the surface has a simple funnel-like shape, in correspondence with that calculated previously [62,63], the simulations of the kinetics have shown that there are alternative folding pathways, some of which involve metastable intermediates. This illustrates the importance of being able to carry out both equilibrium and kinetic simulations to obtain a more complete description of the protein folding reaction. Moreover, depending on a parameter determining the stability of the native state, the folding mechanism changes from one that corresponds to the diffusion-collision model [66] to one that is dominantly a random collapse with a subsequent search for the native state.

An important area that is receiving renewed emphasis, both experimentally and theoretically, is concerned with peptide fragments that have marginally stable structures corresponding to either α helices or β hairpins. The simplicity of such systems has made it possible to trigger their folding reactions and analyse the folding kinetics in some detail [29*,38*]. Although the kinetics of the folding of such peptides have not yet been studied by molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations, a number of recent simulations have been concerned with the folding thermodynamics of peptides. The most extensive of these deal with the artificial β peptides of six or seven residues that form stable helices in methanol [67]. Simulations for 30 ns of the peptides with an explicit solvent model resulted in several folding and unfolding transitions from which thermodynamic parameters for the transition could be estimated. An alternative approach, which uses an implicit solvent model to speed up the calculations and adaptive umbrella sampling to improve the coverage of the conformational space, has been used in similar studies of a 13 residue peptide that forms an α helix in solution and a 12 residue peptide designed to form a stable β hairpin [68]. Excellent agreement with experiment was found for the stability of both peptides. Also, of considerable interest is the result that misfolded conformations (e.g. a β hairpin for the α helix) occur with significant probability. A new method, called ‘self guided’ molecular dynamics, appears to improve the motion through conformational space and has been applied to folding in a vacuum [69].

Folding a protein on a computer with a full-atom model in explicit solvent has been termed the ‘holy grail’ of the protein folding problem [70]. Recently, a 1 μs trajectory, a considerable extension of previous simulation times, was reported for the protein villin, a 36 residue, three-helix bundle [71]. Starting with a partly folded conformation (i.e. it included the correct turn topology), the two main
helices formed in part, although not with the relative positions corresponding to the native state. A metastable ‘intermediate’ that lasted for 150 ns formed early, but there was no sign that the trajectory was approaching the native state in the remainder of the simulation. Clearly, if a single trajectory did lead to the native state, it would be of considerable interest as a ‘tour de force’, but a minimum of 20 or so such trajectories will be needed to obtain meaningful information for analysis [24]. Like the ‘real’ holy grail, many aspects of folding are still shrouded in mystery and complementary approaches, some of which are described above, are essential to obtain a detailed understanding of the events occurring during the folding of even a simple protein. As discussed in an analysis of the ‘new view’ [2], understanding the folding of specific proteins is likely to make use of the phenomenological models introduced earlier to suggest ways of circumventing the Levinthal paradox. One of these, the diffusion-collision model [66], has recently been implemented with the AGADIR program [72] to estimate the stability of individual helices and applied successfully to explain the effect of mutations on the folding rate of the λ repressor [26].

The multiple states of proteins in biology
As our understanding of the principles of folding has increased, so has the realisation that folding and unfolding play an important role in the mechanism and control of a broad spectrum of cellular processes. These range from the translocation of proteins across membranes to their appropriate compartments, to the regulation of events in the cell cycle. The failure of such control processes can lead to cellular malfunctions and to disease [73]. It is important, therefore, to recognise that proteins in biological environments can exist in a variety of different states and that the state of a given protein under particular conditions depends on a complex series of thermodynamic and kinetic factors. This is illustrated in a highly schematic manner in Figure 2 [74]. Protein folding not only generates a biologically active structure, but also protects the protein from degradation by proteases and reduces the probability that aggregation will occur. Unfolding of a native protein exposes it to such possibilities. The process of folding and unfolding is, in some cases, directly coupled with function. Examples of this include a number of proteins associated with the regulation of protein synthesis and protein–protein interactions [75], and proteins, such as titin, that are involved in muscle action [76]. Titin is a highly elongated protein that consists of a number of domains, some of which may be unfolded under extreme tension (see above); the refolding of titin appears to be the driving force for muscle contraction after stress.

One of the fundamental problems of protein folding in the cell is the high concentration of material in the medium that can lead to aggregation prior to folding (see Ellis and Hartl, pp 102–110). Minimising aggregation is undoubtedly one of the major roles of the molecular chaperones within cellular compartments and it is important that more information is collected about the fundamental nature of protein aggregation. An important characteristic of aggregation is that it is usually very slow and it frequently requires specific nucleation processes [77]. Thus, the ability of proteins to fold rapidly is an important evolutionary development that can minimise competition with aggregation. In a bacterial cell, for example, fewer than 15% of proteins interact with GroEL [78] and it is likely that those that do are the ones that fold slowly through particularly aggregation-prone intermediates. Even after the intrinsic folding process has been completed, aggregation again becomes a possibility if proteins find themselves in an environment in which they are unfolded for prolonged periods of time. This is likely to be a critical feature of the family of diseases associated with the appearance of amyloid fibrils and plaques; they include the prion-associated spongiform encephalopathies and Alzheimer’s disease [79*].
In accord with this view, recent in vitro experiments suggest that the ability to form amyloid fibrils is not limited to a small range of disease-related proteins, but could be a generic property of polypeptide chains [80]. Regardless of the configurational tendencies of an isolated polypeptide chain, intermolecular interactions favour β-sheet structures, at least some of which are highly ordered [81*]. In many cases, the conversion to amyloid structures is accompanied by a helix to sheet conversion and the fundamental nature of the fibrils from different proteins associated with clinical amyloidoses appears to be similar [82]. This can be attributed to the fact that the formation of fibrils is associated with the polypeptide mainchain, which is common to all proteins. The discovery that simple proteins can be converted under carefully controlled laboratory conditions into amyloid fibrils with the characteristics of those observed in disease states [80,83], is beginning to produce glimpses of the structures of such fibrils at a molecular level and their relationship to the conformations of globular proteins [84].

That ordered intermolecular aggregates are not seen in general in living systems is, at least in part, a consequence of the cooperativity of protein folding. This prevents the existence, under normal conditions, of significant concentrations of partially unfolded proteins, which would have a tendency to associate. Biology has generated a means of satisfying the intrinsic bonding capabilities of a polypeptide chain with intramolecular instead of intermolecular interactions. The significantly hydrophobic character of native proteins surfaces, involving a number of charged sidechains, then acts to inhibit aggregation. Aggregation of proteins to fibrils does not necessarily require a particular 'alternate' conformation of a soluble protein. The formation of aggregated proteins in diseases may simply be the result of aberrant conditions that lead to unfolding in an environment appropriate to nucleation and growth of well-ordered structures [83]. Seeding by preformed aggregates appears to be an important aspect of the rapid formation of such aggregate structures. This may be a key feature of the prion associated diseases, in which the nature of infectivity is of paramount significance [85,86].

Conclusions
The field of protein folding is at a stage at which many of the fundamental issues are becoming clear, at least in outline. The level of detail in our understanding is not yet sufficient to allow us to predict how specific sequences will fold or to design new sequences that fold to stable proteins of defined architecture. But progress in these directions is being made and the establishment of the fundamental rules for folding by experimental and theoretical means is an essential part of the efforts towards these goals. The mechanism of folding, as we have discussed, requires a balance to be preserved during the folding reaction between a very large number of weak interactions. It has evolved so that almost all the molecules are able to find their lowest energy state and avoid stable minima that can act as traps to slow the folding process or to encourage aggregation. The difficulty in simulating the folding of a given sequence and, indeed, in predicting the structure that corresponds to its lowest energy state is a result of the complexity of the energetic and entropic balance involved. The multiplicity of states at a molecular level is compounded substantially when intermolecular interactions are considered. An important challenge for the future is to find ways in which these additional complexities can be explored through both theory and experiment.
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